Heber & Link GmbH –

General Terms and Conditions
Preamble
Offers and services provided to customers by Heber & Link
GmbH, Am Wassermann 29, 50829 Cologne – hereinafter
called <Heber&Link> are based exclusively on these terms
and conditions. Differing conditions for business or sales
made by the Customer are hereby deemed invalid explicitly.
§ 1 Conclusion of Contract
An agreement of acceptance of services drawn between
<Heber&Link> and the Customer is deemed concluded
when <Heber&Link> issues an order confirmation or the
Customer approves a quotation made by <Heber&Link>.
Verbal assurances, collateral agreements, amendments
and additions in relation to the scope of services specified
in the confirmation of order or quotation are subject to a
written approval from <Heber&Link>.
§ 2 Scope of Services
Services provided by <Heber&Link> include advising the
Customer on all matters concerning marketing, publicity and
sales promotion, as well as planning, conception, development, creation and implementation of publicity measures,
advertising campaigns, trade fairs, events and internet solutions. At the request of the Customer <Heber&Link> can
also take over the production of packing, advertising and
sales promotion material. The scope of services to be provided by <Heber&Link> are specified in the order confirmation or the quotation approval given by <Heber&Link> to the
Customer. Services provided free of cost by <Heber&Link>
can be discontinued at any time without prior notice. Reduction, reimbursement or damage claims arising from this
are null and void.
§3 Tasks and Duties of the Customer
The Customer is obliged to provide <Heber&Link> comprehensive support to execute the tasks undertaken. Especially, prompt provision of information and documents necessary for the project, i.e. providing them in accordance with
the demands of the respective project phase. The Customer
has to take prompt decisions on concepts presented to him/
her, proposed projects and measures, as well as publication
related information to avoid delays in implementation for
<Heber&Link>. The Customer has to provide <Heber&Link>
the full support of its staff and/or of third parties appointed
by him for the project. The Customer promises that the information and documents provided to <Heber&Link> are free
of third party rights, especially user rights and copyright. In
this regard, the Customer pledges to release <Heber&Link>
at first request from any and every third party damage
claims arising from the use of the Customer’s information
and documents.
§ 4 Termination
The term of the contract is set out in the agreements drawn
by the Customer with <Heber&Link>. Premature termination
of contract is permitted at all times by giving a 6 week notice
of termination in writing. This has no bearing on the right to
terminate on important grounds. In the event of premature
termination of the contractual relationship, full compensation has to be provided to <Heber&Link> by the Customer
for the services already delivered by them. Full compensation has to be provided to <Heber&Link> even for services it
was unable to render due to premature termination of contract on grounds of the Customer being spared of expenses
because of <Heber&Link> and income being generated for
him (the Customer) by the use of the labour force that is
now available (on account of the termination of contract)
elsewhere for other purposes.
§ 5 Terms of Payment
Services rendered by the agency have to be charged after
execution of order as per the cost overview compiled by
<Heber&Link>. The Customer has to make prompt payment
without deductions within 14 days of receipt of invoices issued by <Heber&Link> at an account designated by <Heber&Link>. A departure from these rules requires a consent
for the same in writing from <Heber&Link>. The Customer
can make payment by instalments only if there is a written
agreement made to the effect with <Heber&Link>. In the absence of written objections raised within 14 days of receiving the invoice issued by <Heber&Link> to the Customer, it
is deemed approved.
§ 6 Default
3% interest above the prevailing base lending rate of the
German Federal Bank, however, no less than 5% plus collection charges will be levied in case of delayed payment
or deferment. <Heber&Link> reserves the right to assert
further claims on account of default in payment.
§ 7 Warranty
In the event of delivering inadequate goods and services
<Heber&Link> is entitled to choose between rectification
and replacement. Despite repeated attempts, no less than

two failed attempts of rectification, if the service is still found
to be inadequate or if the remedial action has been unsuccessful due to other factors, the Customer is entitled to a
reduction of payment or cancellation of contract. If there is a
delay on the part of <Heber&Link> to rectify the inadequacy, the Customer is not entitled to carry out repairs on his
own or claim the expenses incurred for the same. If on the
instructions of the Customer, <Heber&Link> uses or delivers outsourced products, claims for warranty can be raised
against <Heber&Link> only if <Heber&Link> itself can assert warranty claims against the supplier of the outsourced
production.
§ 8 Delay in Delivery and Performance
Delivery and performance obligations of <Heber&Link> are
set out in the contractual agreement. <Heber&Link> cannot be held responsible for delays in delivery and performance on account of force majeure and events that greatly
encumber or render delivery and performance impossible
(e.g. strikes, lock outs etc.), even in the presence of binding
agreement on deadlines. In such instances <Heber&Link>
is entitled to postpone delivery and performance for the
duration of encumbrance, or to rescind the contract partly or as a whole on account of partial non-fulfilment. If the
encumbrance lasts longer than 6 weeks, the Customer is
entitled to rescind the contract on account of partial non-fulfilment. The Customer is not entitled to adduce damage
claims for delays in delivery and performance on the part
of <Heber&Link> or if <Heber&Link> should be released of
its obligations. <Heber&Link> is at all times entitled to make
partial deliveries or provide partial performance.
§ 9 Examination and Notification of Non-Conformity
The Customer’s warranty claims against <Heber&Link>
pre-empts that the Customer exercise his legally owed obligation of examination and notification of non-conformity
properly. The notification of defects has to be given in writing with detailed information on the defects identified, in the
absence of which the Customer will lose his right to assert
any warranty claims against <Heber&Link>.
§ 10 Clearance
The Customer must in any case immediately check if the
delivered goods, services, preliminary and intermediate
products left to be repaired meet the requirements set out
in the contract. When the Customer issues a release certificate (e.g. declaration of goods being ready for printing), he
cedes his right to assert any and every claim for damages
against <Heber&Link>. He also releases <Heber&Link>
from any and every third party damage claims for a defect
existing at the point in time when the Customer issues the
release certificate and relating to the services rendered by
<Heber&Link> within the scope of the contract.
§ 11 Title Retention, User Right / Copyright
All goods supplied by <Heber&Link> remain the property
of <Heber&Link> until full payment of the bills generated
on account of the contractual relationship between <Heber&Link> and the Customer. The Customer is entitled to
resell goods supplied under retention of title in the regular course of business. The Customer, however, assigns
to us here and now all the claims equivalent to the invoice
amount for the goods under retention of title accrued from
resale to the buyer or third party. The Customer is authorised to collect the claims even after the assignation as long
as he remains true to his contractual commitments and
there are no issues of insolvency. This has no bearing on
<Heber&Link’s> right to collect the claims, however, <Heber&Link> pledges not to collect the claim as long as the
Customer duly meets his payment obligations and there are
no issues of insolvency. In the event of a delay in payment,
irrespective of other rights <Heber&Link> can take back the
delivered goods by giving the Customer a notice thereof and
setting a reasonable deadline for the same. <Heber&Link>
reserves all rights, especially copyright and user right for
services pertaining to designs, graphics, photographs, texts
and programming etc. In accordance with the contractual
agreement, the Customer shall receive non-exclusive and
non-transferable rights to use the services rendered by
<Heber&Link> upon payment of all bills generated on account of the contractual relationship.
§ 12 Liability
<Heber&Link> is liable for damages on account of wilful
intent and gross negligence as well as absence of a warranted feature/quality. The liability for initial incapacity is
limited to an amount equivalent to the Customer’s quid pro
quo contribution, and to typical and foreseeable damages.
Liability for gross negligence of vicarious agents is excluded
if it concerns violation of cardinal contractual obligations,
incidentally it is restricted to an amount equivalent to the
Customer’s quid pro quo contribution and typical or foreseeable damages. <Heber&Link’s> liability in the case of
a minor negligence is restricted to delays in delivering services, services being rendered impracticable, or violation of
a major contractual obligation by <Heber&Link>. In these
cases, <Heber&Link’s> liability is restricted to typical and
foreseeable damages. Liability for all other damages is excluded, provided no compelling legal liability exists.

§ 13 Lien
Until the Customer makes full payment for all bills <Heber&Link> has the right to retain all the documents provided
by the Customer.
§ 14 Storage and Return Obligations
The documents provided by the Customer to <Heber&Link>
for project execution shall upon request be handed over
to the Customer after full compensation of all remuneration claims resulting from the contractual relationship. The
storage obligation of <Heber&Link> expires after a year of
completion of the contractual relationship, or three months
after a request has been sent in writing to the Customer to
collect the documents.
§ 15 Data Protection
<Heber&Link> is obliged to keep confidential in perpetuity
all information or business and company secrets of the Customer received in the context of the project. <Heber&Link>
commits to make it binding for all colleagues involved in the
project to abide by this rule of confidentiality. Information
can be passed on to a third party not involved in the execution of the project only with the consent of the Customer. In
the interest and scope of the assigned purpose of the project <Heber&Link> is authorised to process the Customer’s
personal or company data he is entrusted with, or to have
it processed by third parties in compliance with the provisions of data protection. At the same time, the Customer is
also obliged to keep confidential in perpetuity all information, business and company secrets of <Heber&Link> that
it has received in the context of the project. The Customer
commits to make it binding for all colleagues involved in the
project to abide by this rule of confidentiality. Information
can be passed on to a third party not involved in the execution of the project only with the consent of <Heber&Link>.
§ 16 Identification / Documents
<Heber&Link> is entitled to put a code or company text on
all publicity material and campaigns designed and executed
by them as an originator reference to <Heber&Link>. Placement and font size of the indicator(s) have to be agreed
upon jointly with the Customer. The Customer cannot claim
remuneration for this. <Heber&Link> is entitled to retain 10
specimen copies of all publicised material. The Customer
agrees to let <Heber&Link> use the specimen copies left
with them as reference material. The Customer cannot
claim remuneration for this.
§ 17 Final Clause
Amendments or additions to these general terms and
conditions are valid only if made in writing or approved by
<Heber&Link>. <Heber&Link> reserves the right to make
changes or additions to these general terms and conditions
by giving a reasonable period of notice. The changes are
deemed approved two weeks from the date of receipt by the
Customer and considered an integral part of the contractual
agreement if they remain uncontested by the Customer until
the effective period. If the Customer contests the changes
within the effective period, <Heber&Link> is entitled to terminate the contract on the day that the changes are supposed
to come in force. Invalidity or ineffectiveness of individual
clauses of the contract or these terms and conditions do not
have a bearing on the validity of the rest of the clauses. In
the event of a clause being rendered invalid the parties are
obliged to replace the invalid clause with an effective clause
that is closest to the invalidated clause in the economic and
legal sense. For all general merchants, corporate bodies
under public law or special assets under public law the court
of jurisdiction for every dispute arising from this contract is
Cologne. The laws of the Federal Republic of Germany to
the exclusion of the UN-CISG are applicable.

